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VISIT THE SHOW

In addition to the premium conference, this year there is also an airline and travel technology exhibition which 
is free to attend. If you are involved in the airline or travel technology business as a buyer, tech developer or 
airline then this is the industry event you cannot afford to miss. 

Technology buyers and managers will find a large host of exciting highlights at the Aviation Festival that will 
help you source new products, solutions and suppliers. Come join us to improve your industry knowledge and 
network with over 2000 airline and travel technology executives. 

Reasons to attend

The exhibition also features the on-floor innovation theatre

• Hear from some of the most cutting edge travel 
start-ups including Opinsta, Travelercar, Easy 
to Exchange, Skylights, QuickLizard and 
BidFlyer. Understand how they are shaking up 
areas such as multimodal journeys, virtual reality, 
currency exchange services, dynamic pricing and 
customer experience management.

• Learn from leading travel technology companies 
Immfly, SDL, Hepstar, Waynaut, Media 
Carrier, PXcom and many more. 

• Listen to El Al Israel on how they have 
developed the Cockpit Innovation Hub which 
is a unique digital travel and aviation hub for 
entrepreneurs with a passion for innovation. 

• Find out exclusively how Emirates are disrupting 
the industry by developing the Oxford-Emirates 
data science lab. Hear directly from experts at the 
University on how they are using cutting-edge 
analysis to help make the airline more efficient and 
customer-focused.

• The event attracts over 2,000 senior IT, 
commercial and marketing management 
professionals from Airlines, Travel Agencies, 
OTAs, travel buyers, app developers and 
Travel Technology Companies.

• Visit the show to see first-hand new technologies 
for your business.

• Visit the exhibition of over 90 stands and meet 
with top blue chip companies such as IBM, 
Amadeus, SAP Hybris, Mckinsey, Panasonic 
Avionics and many more. 

• Take part in on-floor showcases and competitions 
throughout the 2 days 

• See the latest in Airline IT, distribution, marketing, 
and related technologies

SEE THE FULL 
EXHIBITOR LISTING 

ON PAGES 2-3

SEE THE FULL
2 DAY AGENDA
ON PAGES 6-7

IBM leverages proven solutions to help airlines improve the end-to-end passenger 
experience, maximize the availability of assets and infrastructure, improve 
operational efficiency, increase revenue, and reduce costs. Visit the IBM pavilion to 
learn about our cognitive computing aviation solutions for customer loyalty, sales, 
and service, especially our comprehensive cognitive airline retailing platform for 
intelligent customer, offering, order, and payment management that drives revenue 
lift and reduces distribution costs.

Stand 37
Platinum Sponsor

Periscope™, a McKinsey Solution, offers a suite of solutions that accelerates 
and sustains commercial transformation for businesses. The company leverages 
McKinsey IP and best-in-class technology, enabling clients to get transparency into 
big data, access actionable insights and embed new ways of working that drive 
lasting performance, improvement, and a sustainable 2-7% increase in return on 
sales (ROS). With a truly global reach, Periscope is a unique solution as a service 
comprising ongoing data management, software tools, analytical insights creation 
plus expert and capability-building support. The portfolio of solutions comprises 
price & margin optimization, category & merchandising optimization and insights 
foundation. These are complemented by custom capability building programs.

Stand 39

Stand 22 Navitaire delivers industry-leading technology services supporting higher growth, 
improved profitability and innovation to more than 50 airline and rail clients 
worldwide, including many of the world’s most successful airlines. Navitaire offers 
a full suite of advanced, proven solutions focused on revenue generation and 
streamlining costs in the areas of reservations, ancillary sales, predictive analytics, 
distribution, planning, revenue management, revenue accounting, and business 
intelligence. A wholly owned subsidiary of the Amadeus IT Group, Navitaire has 
offices in North America, Europe, Asia and Australia.

WHO YOU WILL SEE AT THE EXPO 
Visit London’s leading airline and travel technology event

Visit the Aviation Festival 2016
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Chubb Travel Insurance – supporting your business by providing travel insurance 
ancillary revenue solutions through innovative technology that optimises 
revenue and delivers essential protection for your travelling customers.

Chubb is the world’s largest publicly traded property and casualty insurer, with 
operations in 54 countries. In addition to travel insurance, Chubb also provides 
commercial, personal property and casualty insurance, personal accident and 
supplemental health insurance, reinsurance and life insurance to a diverse group 
of clients.

The company is distinguished by its revenue maximisation capability, extensive 
product and service offerings, broad distribution capabilities, exceptional 
financial strength, underwriting excellence, superior claims handling expertise 
and local operations globally.

Chubb Travel Insurance works with over 35 airlines worldwide providing tailored 
travel insurance products and pricing that deliver essential protection for their 
travelling customers and optimised ancillary revenue.

Stand 40OpenJaw was founded in 2002 to develop and deliver next generation travel 
distribution technology based on XML and Web Services. The aim of our co-founders 
was to enable travel companies to leverage the online environment by selling a 
range of travel products through the direct channel.

Since then, OpenJaw has become the leading travel technology partner for 
retailing transformation. In 2012, OpenJaw introduced the t-Retail platform, a 
comprehensive commerce platform designed to realize our customers’ online 
ambitions, by intelligently servicing the total travel needs of the connected 
consumer.

Stand 34

Rentalcars Connect is not your typical B2B technology provider – they are the true 
car rental and ground transportation experts who put the customer experience first. 
They are powered by the world’s number 1 car rental service, Rentalcars.com, who 
has built a global platform that has revolutionized the car rental market. Rentalcars 
Connect harness this platform and power the car rental solution for 70 airlines and 
over 3000 travel brands, giving them access to over 46,000 locations, in over 170 
countries and support in over 40 languages. Switch now from a partner who might 
claim to have better conversion, higher revenue earnings and stronger customer 
loyalty levels to a partner that guarantees it. 

Agoda Company Pte Ltd is a leading Asia-based, online accommodation reservations 
company, which specializes in securing the lowest discount prices on accommodation 
around the world. Agoda.com is part of Priceline Group (Nasdaq:PCLN). Agoda's 
network includes more than 800,000 hotels worldwide. The multinational staff of 
more than 2,400 professionals, located throughout the world, provides a first-rate 
reservation service that uniquely combines local knowledge and local connections to 
provide the best deals on accommodation to both business and leisure travelers.

Stand 69

Technology is changing the expectations of the aviation industry. Passengers 
expect to be in control and receive differentiated services, employees expect to 
be armed with tools to do their jobs better and management expects to improve 
financials and enhance efficiency. New-gen technologies offer game changing 
opportunities to do all these.

We provide comprehensive, end-to-end new-generation IT systems to the global 
aviation industry across all process areas – airline passenger services, cargo 
operations, flight and crew operations, airport operations and aircraft maintenance 
engineering. This sets us apart. In fact, no other single enterprise in the world offers 
this range of technology products to the aviation industry.

Stand 13

Panasonic Avionics connects the business and pleasure of flying. We design, develop, 
manufacture, and install customized in-flight entertainment and communications 
(IFEC) solutions that positively impact the airline’s business, based on their specific 
fleet, brand, and operations requirements.
 
We use broadband connectivity to connect an airline's IFE system to their marketing 
and maintenance organizations. Our global turnkey support organization delivers 
proactive maintenance and repair services that ensure maximum system reliability, 
availability, and performance. We deliver more than entertainment systems. We 
deliver business solutions

Stand 70

WHO YOU WILL SEE AT THE EXPO WHO YOU WILL SEE AT THE EXPO 
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Today, each traveler journey is unique. And whether it’s to travelers or to other 
travel organizations, the complexity of selling has increased exponentially. How 
do you transform your business to meet the demands of this new digital era? 
At SAP Hybris, this is not only our business, it is our DNA. SAP Hybris is your 
partner in digital transformation. We deliver state-of-the-art customer data 
management, context driven marketing tools and unified commerce processes 
for all your channels.

Stand 33A

Xenia is a global provider specialized in the sourcing and procurement process 
applied to crew accommodation, transportation, layover and AOG management.

Xenia’s core business is supporting airlines, airports, handling agents and tour 
operators to get passengers to their planned destination or to care for them in the 
event of disruptions. Therefore, within the crew or passenger distressed process 
Xenia becomes the single point of contact for any actor involved (airline, station-
manager, handler, passanger, etc.).

The service we offer comprises a worldwide hotel scouting, the negotiation and 
the drafting of contracts as well as a dedicated 7/24/365 customer support 
service - together with competitive prices and a wide range of favourable deals 
and suppliers’ agreements.

Stand 33B

WHO YOU WILL SEE AT THE EXPO 
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Registration & Exhibition Opens10:00

CONNECTIVITY & ON BOARD ENTERTAINMENT

Connectivity is coming. But why wait for internet to start monetising onboard?
• Most airlines with short- and mid- haul routes have adopted a wait-and-see approach to connectivity
• New wireless IFE platforms offer the desired new (basic) touch-point today 
• Let’s get to know your passengers now to prepare the knowledge (and the business case) for connectivity
Juan Carlos Iglesias, Strategy and Business Development, Immfly

10:30

Immersive cinema glasses: 2D and 3D cinema on board, a new boost for the inflight entertainment
• An immersive cinema experience: full immersion, 3D movies, long-lasting comfort, autonomy
• A high rate of satisfaction among the users
• More than a simple device, a complete one-stop-shop solution for the airlines
Laurence Fornari, Head of Sales and co-founder, Skylights

10:50

Enhance your #PaxEx while monetizing your IFEC platform:
• Create a media with Interactive Destination Guides & Deals
• The path to a full Digital Inflight Advertising
• Monetize your IFC with destination-related services
Cyril Jean, CEO, PXCom

11:10

Enhancing passenger experience through digital reading material
• Development of press circulation on board
• Creating engagement with passengers throughout the entire travel chain
• Passenger data enrichment and strengthening of customer loyalty
Philipp Jacke, Managing Director, Media Carrier

11:30

Using mobile technologies to streamline in-flight entertainment operations
• Development of press circulation on board
• Creating engagement with passengers throughout the entire travel chain
• Passenger data enrichment and strengthening of customer loyalty
Harish Menon, Associate Director – Global Market Development & Strategy Mobile Business Unit, Akamai

11:50

END-TO-END TRAVEL

ANCILLARY REVENUE & PERSONALISATION

Maximising ancillary revenue through personalisation
• Optimising conversion on travel extras by understanding your passenger
• How to offer the right ancillary at the right time to the right passenger
• Dynamic and real time ancillary product recommendation for optimised personalisation
Claudia Snyman, COO, Hepstar

12:30

Importance of UX and product personalisation for airline retail
• Optimising the product offering and UX of your eCommerce platform has a huge impact on the conversion rate of the 

booking flow, in particular on mobile channels
• Most airlines today don’t have the ability to personalise their core product and ancillaries offering for each customer
• This leads to missed ancillary revenue opportunities and reduced conversion rates even for the core product
• Implementing a DMP and self-learning personalisation engine is crucial to the future success of airlines’ digital retail strategy
Radu Iliescu, Principal Consultant Digital Retail, Branchspace

12:50

Customer Segment Revenue Management - RM beyond individual customers
• Current Scenario (Segment Pricing, Segment Inventory, Segment Distribution)
• Proposed Solution of Group Booking 
• Proposes Solution of Corporate Travel Booking
Ananth Narasimhan, CEO and Founder,Infiniti Software Solutions Private Limited

13:10

Easy to Exchange: The first money exchange service inside of the airplanes 
• More convenient and economical than traditional money exchange offices at airport
• Innovation = save time, save money
• A unique solution for the airlines to add value to their passengers.
Jeremy Jacobs, Communication manager, Easy to Exchange

13:30

Going Global Faster: Redefining Content as a Technology
• I’ll discuss the “content chain” of your business and why you may be unaware of its full cost
•    I’ll describe how to remove humans from the chain when they are not necessary
•    Finally, I’ll look at the near future of globalising content, and why I consider ‘language markets’ to be a dead concept.
Kevin Ashbridge, Ph.D., Account Director, SDL

13:50

How to Monetise the Full Multimodal Customer Journey
• End customers want 1 unique site to search and book all means of transport
• Airlines and Transport Operators can now provide full customer journey across all means of transport
• Waynaut provides a B2B multimodal platform via Wayfinder API and Waypack white label solution
Simone Lini, CEO and Co-Founder, Waynaut

14:10

TravelerCar, the first peer-to-peer ancillary service for airlines and OTAs
• CarSharing for travelers
• P2P economy becoming an ancillary revenue
• TravelerCar today
Ahmed Mhiri, Foundator and CEO, Travelercar

14:30

Close of Day 1 Seminars15:30

OXFORD EMIRATES DATA-SCIENCE-LAB

14:50

An introduction to the Oxford-Emirates Data Science-Lab
Oxford-Emirates Data Science Lab is a cross-disciplinary research aiming to redefine airline customer experience and 
improve existing systems and processes utilising the skills of world-class scientists, engineers, social scientists and domain 
experts from Emirates and Oxford University.

Quite a unique setting of on-site Emirates staff offers us more communication and seamless business participation and 
feedback to our research projects. We will present our structure, work flow, and challenges observed in the Lab and 
show how we benefit from the deep and varied skill set of the academic researcher in projects improving our business 
today and tomorrow.
Antti Tolvanen, Manager, Oxford-Emirates Data Science Lab
Peter Grindrod, Professor of Mathematics, Oxford-Emirate Data Science Lab

Revenue management with delayed-decision making
In this presentation, we study the impact of downsell in leg revenue management. Downsell happens when a customer 
purchases a lower fare than she was looking for. We aim to minimize the losses in revenue that arise from this situation. We 
reformulate the traditional DP formulation to account for this behavior, and show substantial revenue gains compared to the 
traditional DP formulation. Next, we aim to improve customer booking simulation by assuming customers may postpone 
their decision to book. Using a surprisingly easy reformulation of our DP formulation we ensure cheaper classes will never 
open after they get closed, guaranteeing customers booking now is better than doing so in the future. When more than one 
eighth of passengers wait with booking, revenue gains are reported.
Daniel Hopman, Data Scientist, Emirates

15:10

Capitalizing on data collected from wearable sensors to assess daily activities, sleep, and circadian rhythm changes"
Wearable devices are becoming increasingly popular and widely affordable. However, the collected raw data impose 
considerable new challenges both in terms of size, interpretability, and online fast processing, in order to derive useful, 
potentially actionable information. In this talk, I will discuss these challenges and the tools we have developed in order to 
automatically assess daily patterns of activity, sleep, and diurnal and circadian rhythms which can give insights into short-term 
and long-term lifestyle changes. In the aviation industry, these findings would be useful, for example, to better assess the 
effects of jet-lag and circadian rhythm variability as a result of changing time-zones.
Athanasios Tsanas, Research Fellow, University of Oxford
Maarten De Vos, Associate Professor, University of Oxford

15:20

Day One    Thursday 8th September, 2016  1/2  2/2  
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Registration & Exhibition Opens10:00

CONNECTIVITY & ON BOARD ENTERTAINMENT

Data Connectivity for Travelers
• Wi-Fi vs. cellular
• Associated business cases
• Opportunities for airlines
Jacques BONIFAY, CEO, Transatel

10:20

Why OTA white labels can lead to low airline ancillary bookings over time
• Current hotel white label landscape
• Why airlines are not happy over time
• Ideal solution to take back control
Ron Ramanan, CEO, GoQuo

10:40

INNOVATION START UP PRESENTATIONS

Hosted by Cockpit Innovation 

Empowering Employees through innovative Customer Experience Management solutions
• Customer Experience Management Solutions
• Virgin Trains Case Study - Examples and evidence of the technology
• Collaboration opportunities
Raj Verma, CEO, Opinsta 

11:20

Real time auctions and the new era of actionable big data platforms.
• Distressed seats: The $120B opportunity.
• The solution: a real time auctions platform which increases airline’s sales and revenues.
• How we use massive data analysis to empower actionable, automated solutions.
Asaf Gendler, CEO, Bidflyer

12:00

Airline Pricing in the Era of Big Data and Artificial Intelligence
• The B2B tech revolution: from SaaS to Cloud to Big Data to Artificial Intelligence...
• How will AI affect our daily lives
• Will AI help our jobs or leave us unemployed?
• Let's think a future with AI in pricing strategies
Sergio Mendoza Corominas, PhD CEO & Cofounder, Airnguru

11:40

12:10
Close of seminars 13:30

OXFORD EMIRATES DATA-SCIENCE-LAB

"Cyber Security in Digital Avionic Systems"
• We will introduce some of the key challenges in aviation cyber security research, specifically how the approaches and 

upgrade cycles of cyber security and aviation significantly differ
• Next, we will introduce some of our research themes such as ADS-B and ACARS - and why we are looking at them
• Finally, we will show some of our results in highlighting security challenges or providing new solutions.
Ivan Martinovic, Associate Professor, University of Oxford
Matt Smith, PhD Student, University of Oxford 

13:20

Reserved for Infare11:00

PANEL DISCUSSION: How are airline innovation hubs driving the future of Aviation?

12:20

13:00

Big Data in the Aviation Industry: Machine Learning and the Oxford-Emirates Lab
The aviation industry is awash with vast amounts of data ranging from
 flight data, booking data, passenger records and more. 'Big data' and 'data science' are now ubiquitous across all 
sectors including retail, finance, medical and defence. In all these cases the client needs to make sense of vast amounts 
of data with limited man-power in order to optimist operations.  Machine learning provides system wide tools for  
automating data analysis and offers generally applicable methods for  processing data that's noisy, has missing values, 
faulty, biased, heterogeneous. These methods are scalable and can aggregate vast amounts of data, predict/forecast 
situations, infer networks, cluster, classify and more.  The Oxford-Emirates Lab is a new initiative that aims to exploit 
ML in the aviation industry.  It draws on over 20 years industrial collaboration between Oxford ML and a wide range of 
sectors with the aim of further developing and transferring technology to Emirates.  

 We will illustrate how Oxford ML technology has changed the way many industries operate.  To illustrate the potential 
for impact of ML in the aviation industry, we describe a preliminary study of airline following behaviour. We use machine 
learning technology to infer a network describing which airlines lead and which follow in seat price valuation - a key war 
rooming situation awareness capability for optimising revenue.
Steve Reece, Senior Research Fellow, Oxford University

Network theoretic approaches to study airline following behaviour.
This talk showcase some of the work currently underway at the Oxford-Emirates Data Science Lab. This collaboration has 
brought  experts from the core disciplines of 'Data Science' (Mathematics, Computer Science, and Statistics) together with 
industrial partners to work on the development of theory and methods to make sense of the complex, information-rich data 
sets generated by industry today.
 
 Many systems in the life, social and engineering sciences consist of several components (agents) that interact in specific, 
yet complex ways; often changing with time. An astonishing number of problems in these areas can be studied from a 
common mathematical vantage point thanks to their network structure. Once a system is represented by a network, it can 
be analysed using a rich repertoire of mathematical tools. The behaviour and properties of networked systems and the 
processes that occur on them have been the subject of numerous investigations.
 
I will discuss an analysis of a temporal directed network of airlines and their price-following behaviour. In this network the 
nodes are airlines and directed connections indicate how much airlines influence each other when setting their seat price 
valuation. Such a network representation allows us to ask questions such as: who are the price leaders? Are there groups 
of airlines that all follow each other? Are there feedbacks in the network that could cause price instability?
Mariano Beguerisse-Díaz, Senior Research Fellow, University of Oxford

13:10

Dynamic Pricing - Applications in the airline industry
• Revenue Management vs. Dynamic Pricing 
• How to handle competitor data
• IT challenges in dynamic pricing
Yossi Cohen, co-founder and VP marketing, Quick Lizard

Raj Verma
CEO, 
Opinsta

Asaf Gendler
CEO,
Bidflyer

Yossi Cohen
co-founder and 
VP marketing, 
Quick Lizard 

Reserved for 
Airnguru

Rafi Dabush, 
Innovation & 
Entrepreneurship 
Manager, El AL 
Israel

MODERATOR:PANELLISTS:

1/2  2/2  
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Who Sponsors 
and exhibits?

For sponsorship and exhibition 
opportunities  please contact 

Martyn McMurray on
+44 (0)207 092 1284 or e-mail

martyn.mcmurray@terrapinn.com

CAFÉ & SEATING

NETWORKING LOUNGE

INNOVATION
THEATRE CAFÉ & SEATING
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Since its inception in 2004 the 

Aviation Festival exhibition has 

grown year-on-year, last year 

we catered for over 70 stands 

and in 2016 we will have 120 

exhibitions booths with some 

4000+ industry professionals in 

attendance. 

The Aviation Festival is the 

most cost-effective sales and 

marketing platform in the 

aviation industry. We provide 

you with a unique sales 

environment where you have 

the opportunity to engage with 

over 4000 of airlines, airports 

and other aviation specialists 

in one space. We give you the 

chance to generate pre-qualified 

sales leads, promote product 

launches, build you brand image 

and maintain key customer 

relations all in one place!
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Holiday Extras
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Company Company Company Company CompanyNo. No. No. No. No.

• Customer analytics and big data
• Implementation partners and  
 consultants
• POS and Omni-Channel   
 Technology
• Payments providers
• Inventory Management Systems 
• In-flight technology and media
• IT Infrastructure
• Crew Engagement and Training   
 Services

• Brand consultants
• Check-in and baggage systems
• Connectivity Providers 
• Content, app and interfaces 
• CRM and loyalty
•  In-flight entertainment &   
 communications
•  In-flight catering
•  In-store and on site media
•  Passenger Communications

• PSS providers
• Data and Analytics
• Cloud and Storage
• BPO and ERP
• Security and Cyber Security
• Airline Inventory System and   
 Departure Control
• System Integrators
• RFID
• MRO Management Systems

• Aircraft Manufacturers 
• Amenities
• Cabin Interiors
• Cabin Consultants, engineers   
 and designers 
• Cabin management systems cleaning
• Cockpit doors
• Connectors
• Coverings
• Designers 
• Fasteners
• IFE
• Seating

• Distribution Platforms
• Reservation Platforms
• Booking Path Ancillary Services
• Post-ticket Purchase Ancillaries
• On board Services
• Airports
• Professional Advisory -         
       Lawyers, Banks and Consultants
• Fraud Prevention
• Mobile Technology
• Revenue Management
• Loyalty Consultants

EXHIBITION
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The Aviation Festival 
is two events: a world-
class conference where 
hundreds of airline leaders 
from around the planet 
meet; and, a fantastic 
travel technology 
exhibition to which we’re 
expecting around 2,000 
visitors. To visit the show 
is free. There is, naturally, 
a registration fee to 
attend the conference. 

What is included in your free expo ticket?

What is not included in your free expo ticket? 

Sign up free to attend the free expo
www.terrapinn.com/Aviation-Expo

Business Design Centre
Business Design Centre 
52 Upper Street 
Islington 
London N1 0QH 
Tel: 020 7288 6272

For full conference details visit the show website
www.terrapinn.com/Aviation-Conference

On floor exhibition access only

Access  to the conference

Access to the various stream sessions

Access to Aviation Marketing

2 day access to on-floor innovation theatre

Access to the conference networking app

Access to any networking receptions or functions 

Access to workshops 

Access to exhibition stands between 10am – 4pm

Access to the keynote sessions

Breakfast and lunch

Access to the Emirates stadium evening


























